QAS UNIFORM POLICY FOR PARTICIPANTS
Qld All Schools and Qld Touch Football have clear expectations with regards to the playing and
referee uniforms. The organization strives to present a professionally organized event which attracts
both government and corporate support. Therefore in order to maintain high standards across all
areas, it is expected that schools endeavour to meet the guidelines below. If there are issues with
any of these guidelines please ensure you discuss with the Tournament Director before the event in
order to achieve a favourable outcome for all.

Playing Uniform Standard
Participant Schools/Teams 1. Must comply with the current TFA rules as applied to all their events. (This means,
appropriately sized numbers with each player having their own identifiable number etc.)
2. All members of the team must have identical uniforms (including Mixed teams) and no
mismatch of uniforms will be allowable.
3. There should be no unauthorized use of logos including the TFA, QTF, and or QAS logos.
4. Playing uniforms must not to be predominantly “pink” since this will clash with the official QAS
referee uniform colour of pink & black.
5. If unsure about your status - please seek clarification to avoid issues at the event.

Referee Uniform Standard *
1. Only the official QAS Referee pink & black shirt can be worn by officials. (Where referee
shortages become apparent, one off games may be completed in an alternative uniform
provided permission is obtained from the Tournament Director)
2. Only the official QAS Referee uniform will be allowable in 2020 and beyond. (no TFA green)
3. Either the TFA shorts as well as the QAS black shorts may be worn. Plain black shorts are
preferable.
*Please note that the purchase of referee shirts will be the responsibility of individual referees including
students. The shirt can be pre-ordered and or purchased in lieu of games completed at the QAS. We would
encourage schools to purchase the shirts for their student referees beforehand and as part of their overall QAS
budget.
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